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In 1928, Amelia became the first woman to fly across the Atlantic Ocean. Even though Amelia was not the
pilot, the newspapers pretty much ignored the two men who piloted the plane; Amelia received most of the
attention. Four years later, Amelia flew across the Atlantic on her own in record time -- 13 hours, 30 minutes.
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Biography of AMELIA EARHART. Amelia Earhart endures in the American consciousness as one of the
world's most celebrated aviators. Amelia remains a symbol of the power and perseverance of American
women, and the adventurous spirit so essential to the American persona.
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Free pDF I Am Amelia Earhart (Ordinary People Change the World) - Brad Meltzer [PDF Free Download
KWH.
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â€œWomen must try to do things as men have tried. Amelia Earhart developed a love of flying at a very
young age . . . and she wasnâ€™t about to let any man get in the way of her dreams. What began as a
simple joy became something much deeperâ€”a commitment to opening doors for all women.
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amelia earhart 34 Activity Use Capital Letters and Punctuation Read these sentences. Circle the capital
letters and end punctuation. 1. Amelia Earhart is born in Kansas on July 4, 1897. 2. Muriel is Ameliaâ€™s
little sister. 3. Amelia shows no interest in planes as a child. 4. She flies across the Atlantic Ocean in later
years. Read these sentences.
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On June 1st, 1937, Amelia Earhart and co-pilot Fred Noonan again set off to fly around the world. They first
flew to San Juan, Puerto Rico, and then eastward toward Africa. Amelia and Fred flew to the Red Sea, to
Karachi, Pakistan and to Calcutta, India. Amelia and Fred continued to Rangoon, Bangkok and Singapore.
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Amelia Earhart: A Legend in Flight www.readinga-z.com Written by Julie Mettenburg Amelia Earhart: A
Legend in Flight A Reading Aâ€“Z Level Q Leveled Reader Word Count: 1,507 LEVELED READER â€¢ Q
Visit www.readinga-z.com for thousands of books and materials.
LEVELED READER â€¢ Q Amelia Earhart: A Legend in Flight
TIGHAR Tracks p. 4. The disappearance of aviation pioneer Amelia Earhart in 1937 is a mystery that
continues to grip the imagination of many. Although the most widely held assumption is that she simply
crashed and sank in the Pacific Ocean, many speculative and notâ€‘so speculative alternative explanations
have been advanced over the years.
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Amelia Earhart ! PuhrmannH. Public book Teacher can see this book. 216 previews 7 likes 23 pages
CREATE YOUR BOOK for FREE. ENJOY THESE BOOKS. CECILIA THE CELIAC SUPERHERO . by Lillian
Bordoni . 35394 previews EMILY'S DREAM OF COLLEGE . by Colleen Spearrin . 74881 previews SHELTER
SOULS .
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Other honors. Amelia Earhart Field (1947), formerly Masters Field and Miami Municipal Airport, after closure
in 1959, Amelia Earhart Park was dedicated in an area of undeveloped federal government land located north
and west of the former Miami Municipal Airport and immediately south of Opa-locka Airport.
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